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Abstract: In internet of things (IoTs), the increase in the number of devices
is directly proportional to the number of applications. The exponential
growth of devices increases both the network complexity and risk against
topology robustness. Moreover, the network is also prone to targeted and
malicious attacks. In this paper, enhanced angle sum operation ROSE
(EASO-ROSE), enhanced ROSE, adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA) and
cluster adaptive genetic algorithm (CAGA) are proposed to cater the topology
robustness issue for IoT enabled smart cities. In addition, the proposed
solutions keep the nodes’ initial degree distribution unchanged by maintaining
the scale-free nature of the topology. Enhanced ROSE and EASO-ROSE
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significantly improve the topology robustness by calculating the difference
in nodes’ degree while rearranging the surrounding angles according to
the highest degree node. CAGA and AGA also significantly improve the
topology robustness by using adaptive probabilities of crossover and mutation
that guide both algorithms to converge towards global optimum solution.
Extensive simulations are preformed to evaluate the performance of the
proposed strategies. Schneider R is used as a performance metric in the
simulations. The results depict that the proposed algorithms perform 61.3%,
48.3%, 45.5% and 34.95%, better than simulating annealing algorithm.
Keywords: internet of things; IoTs; topology robustness; malicious attacks;
data driven; scale-free.
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1 Introduction
In the new era of automation, internet is a global network whose primary aim is to
connect people and smart devices together. Stupendous expansion of smart devices
emerges as internet of things (IoTs). Due to massive increase in IoT devices, it is
estimated that the number of IoT devices will reach up to fifty million in the near future
(Collier, 2015). Different networks are becoming a part of the IoT network, such as fifth
generation cellular network (Tsai et al., 2015), heterogeneous sensor networks (Qureshi
et al., 2013), flying ad-hoc networks (Zafar and Khan, 2016), hybrid mobile networks
(Han et al., 2017; Javaid et al., 2018; Waluyo et al., 2012), ad hoc networks (Qiu et al.,
2017a; Nghiem et al., 2013; Stankovic, 2014), underwater wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) (Azam et al., 2017) and IoT-enabled smart homes (Hussain et al., 2018).
The IoT network becomes more complex, complicated and vulnerable to fragmentation
by increasing the nodes’ density and network size. Additionally, IoT nodes process a
huge amount of data that makes the network sensitive and prone to serious challenges:
topology robustness and delay. IoT has a variety of applications, such as monitoring of
power networks, health care, transportation networks, industrial and home automation
systems, etc. These applications result in excessive sensor nodes’ deployment and
conversion of a traditional city into a smart city (Collier, 2015; Qiu et al., 2017b) as
described in Figure 1. Data is collected and sent to big data servers using the sensors
(Taniar, 2017). Moreover, smart grids are also part of the IoT network and they are
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considered as one of the biggest applications of IoT (Collier, 2015). However, failure in
the IoT network of synchronous grids and power plants causes life threatening damage
(Taniar et al., 2008).
IoT networks produce multiple types of data in extensive quantity. In current era,
topology robustness of IoT networks (based on big data servers) has emerged as a
serious concern (Wu et al., 2011). Small world and scale-free are two commonly used
models in complex network theory. The main purpose of a scale-free model is to model
homogeneous network topologies. It has many applications that include mobile networks
(Javaid et al., 2017a), cooperative networks (Javaid et al., 2017b), social networks and
transportation system networks (Qiu et al., 2017c; Waluyo et al., 2009). A small world
model is generally used for heterogeneous network topologies. It has a relatively high
clustering coefficient and a small average path length.
In IoT networks, the sensors have same communication range and bandwidth.
Therefore, scale-free models are more suitable and applicable to the IoT network than
the small world model. In a scale-free model, the degree distribution of nodes is based
on power law distribution resulting in several low degree nodes (Qiu et al., 2017c).
These nodes are often targeted by random attacks and scale-free networks are proven
to be robust against these attacks (Melthis et al., 2016; Sohn et al., 2018). Whereas,
high degree nodes are highly vulnerable to intentional and targeted attacks (Li et al.,
2012). Therefore, it is important to enhance the network robustness and resilience
of the scale-free topologies against malicious attacks (Mozafari and Khansari, 2019).
Furthermore, scientists and researchers are continuously finding ways to make robust
scale-free topologies against malicious, targeted, deliberate and intentional attacks (Liu
et al., 2019; Wang and Liu, 2019; Wang et al., 2019).
The main contributions of the proposed work are as follows.
•

Multiple data driven strategies are proposed in order to enhance the robustness of
a scale-free IoT network where deployed nodes are homogeneous in nature.

•

Two enhancements of ROSE are proposed: enhanced ROSE and enhanced angle
sum operation ROSE (EASO-ROSE) (Qiu et al., 2017c). Both strategies increase
topology robustness of the scale-free IoT networks without changing the nodes’
degree. Moreover, the proposed work improves the topology by making an
onion-like structure. Furthermore, the proposed algorithms outperform the
conventional techniques: ROSE and simulating annealing, in terms of robustness
against malicious attacks.

•

Schneider robustness metric R-based adaptive probabilities are proposed for
crossover and mutation in cluster adaptive genetic algorithm (CAGA) and
adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA). Adaptive nature of the probabilities ensures
the convergence towards a global optimal solution and retention of already
converged solutions.

•

CAGA integrates the clustering concept within a solution space and results in fast
convergence towards global optima.

This work is an extension of Qureshi et al. (2019). The rest of the paper is organised as
follows. Detailed related work is presented in Section 2. The proposed models for the
IoT network are given in Sections 3 and 4. Section 5 discusses the topology robustness
metrices. ROSE topology robustness algorithm is explained in Section 6. The proposed
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robustness enhancement schemes: EASO-ROSE, enhanced ROSE, CAGA and AGA are
presented in Sections 7, 8, 9 and 10, respectively. Simulation results of the proposed
schemes in comparison to previous schemes are given in Section 11. Finally, the paper
is concluded in Section 12.
Figure 1

Proposed system model for enhanced ROSE and EASO-ROSE (see online version
for colours)
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2 Related work
Simulating annealing algorithm is used by Buesser et al. (2011). The basic functionality
of the simulating annealing is similar to the hill climbing. However, the algorithm
includes edge swapping strategy, which is based on probability that also records inferior
configurations in order to improve the topology robustness. Optimisation of a scale-free
network is performed using simulating annealing; however, this algorithm is based on
unnecessary comparison, which results in decreased computational efficiency.
In Barabási and Albert (1999), Barabasi-Albert (BA) model is presented to generate
the scale-free topologies. The generated topologies are based on preferential attachment
concept where the nodes’ degree follows power law distribution. The criteria for
generating the scale-free topologies in the BA model is given as follows.
•

The nodes are added in the network one by one at each iteration, m ≤ No where
m represents the total number of existing nodes and No represents the total
number of nodes allowed in the network.
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Whenever a new node is added to an existing network, it selects the node i in
order to connect. Node is selected on the basis of probability, which depends on
its degree ki . It means that a node with maximum edges has a high probability to
be selected as a next hop. This phenomenon is known as preferential attachment
and is described as Matthew effect.

Power law distribution is achieved by using the above mentioned criteria. BA model
proves that growing network converges into a scale-free topology by power law
distribution, which is denoted as p(k) k −γ where γ ≈ 3. In the past few years, many
researchers have focused on multiple modelling strategies to enhance the robustness
and resilience of the scale-free networks. In the traditional IoT networks, sensors
have limited communication range and some of them have insufficient neighbours.
It results in several preferential attachment issues in the BA model. Due to these
limitations, the main focus of researchers is on the scale-free network topologies. In
the scale-free networks, there are few high degree nodes, which are vulnerable to
malicious, intentional and targeted attacks. To tackle the high degree nodes’ failure
issue, a large number of edges are removed, which causes the network fragmentation.
In order to cater this issue, additional edges are added between the nodes. However,
it requires additional energy resources, wireless channels and bandwidth. The structure
of the scale-free network is changed that increases the cost. Thus, there is a need to
enhance topology robustness of the scale-free networks by keeping same initial degree
distribution of the nodes.
In order to measure the robustness of the network topology, Schneider et al. (2011)
and Adhinugraha et al. (2020) present Schneider R metric. The metric refers to the
proportion of the largest connected cluster in comparison to the total number of nodes.
Schneider R is used to calculate robustness and resilience of the network topology
against intentional, targeted and malicious attacks. It also considers the case in which
the topology suffers from a major loss without completely collapsing. Schneider R is
more appropriate for the scale-free IoT networks rather than previously used metrics.
Hill climbing algorithm is proposed by Herrmann et al. (2011). It uses Schneider
R robustness metric for the validation. In the proposed scheme, Monte Carlo method
is used as a base. It includes swapping of the edges to make an onion-like structure
while maintaining the same degree distribution of nodes. As a result, robustness of
the proposed algorithm increases. However, the multi-model phenomenon is based on
randomisation, which leads algorithm to get stuck into local optima.
Zheng et al. (2012) and Zheng and Liu (2013) propose two network topologies
that are based on a linear growth evolution concept with accelerated growth evolution
phenomenon for robustness of the scale-free networks. A practical situation regarding
reconstruction of edges, is considered in both proposed topologies. Energy aware BA
(EABA) is proposed by Jian et al. (2013). In this scheme, energy consumption of sensors
and connectivity ranges for scale-free network topology are tuned by configurable
coefficients. The proposed model considers both energy consumption and transmission
performance; however, data overhead is increased during modelling process. Similarly,
Liu et al. (2014) propose a complex network topology on the basis of both small
world and scale-free networks. As, the IoT nodes have limited communication range;
therefore, the proposed model is not suitable for the IoT networks. However, model can
be implemented on heterogeneous networks.
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Louzada et al. (2013) propose a smart rewiring solution. A two-fold selection is used
to find edges, needed to be compared. Topology robustness is optimised by converting
topology into modular onion-like structure along with computational efficiency. The
model is applied to world air transportation network. Multi-model phenomenon prevents
solution from escaping the local optima. However, proposed algorithm does not consider
the limited communication range of the nodes. Thus, it is not applicable to IoT networks.
Memetic algorithm is proposed by Zhou and Liu (2014). The proposed algorithm
performs local and global search in solution space to improve the robustness of topology
without changing degree distribution. Two channels’ operations make the algorithm
complex. The algorithm does not consider the change in communication range of sensor
node, which makes it complex for the IoT enabled networks.
Du et al. (2013) introduce the shortest path queuing strategy in the BA model. The
strategy is designed for the scale-free networks and is applied on the transportation
system by the authors. Qiu et al. (2016) propose a scheme to enhance robustness of
topological structure of the IoT networks. The importance is defined by two greedy
factors. Additionally, the concept of local importance of nodes is defined. Moreover,
topology robustness is enhanced by adding new edges, which change the initial degree
distribution. Thus, it increases the cost of the system. In addition, the designed scheme
does not consider the limited range of sensor nodes.
ROSE algorithm is proposed in Qiu et al. (2017c). The proposed strategy is applied
on the scale-free WSNs. As a result, network topology robustness is increased using
various operations to convert the topology into onion-like structure. In this scheme,
the first node is used as a reference node in angle sum operation. Nevertheless, in
real scenario, onion-like structure is referred by the highest degree node. The correct
selection of reference node makes the topology more robust. In Qiu et al. (2017b),
genetic algorithm (GA) is applied on the IoT network. The proposed scheme searches
for the possible solution sets by Schneider R. Moreover, the fixed crossover and
mutation probabilities are used, which result in convergence towards local optima.
However, premature and slow convergence lead to poor performance.

3 Scale-free IoT model for enhanced ROSE and EASO-ROSE
In the IoT network, sensors have limited energy resources and communication range.
These limitations have different impacts on the construction of the scale-free topologies.
These impacts are as follows.
•

Sensors are unable to establish arbitrarily large distance communication links.

•

They have limited connections; hence, they have limited degree (to keep energy
consumption optimal).

Due to aforementioned constraints, it is difficult to implement the BA model (Barabási
and Albert, 1999). The proposed system model is motivated from Qiu et al. (2017b)
and Qureshi et al. (2019), which is used for topology construction in enhanced ROSE
and EASO-ROSE, as shown in Figure 1. In order to avoid aforementioned limitations,
we deploy a dense network topology for the IoT network. Moreover, sensors enable
links with all neighbours within their communication range. As in the era of developed
technology, the communication ranges of the sensors are increased at minimum cost.
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This idea leads the network towards the dense deployment. Therefore, to support a
variety of dynamic services, a large number of nodes are deployed in residential areas,
smart buildings, smart shopping centres and smart hospitals to form the IoT network. In
addition, significant research is carried out to support dense network (Tay et al., 2008;
Hefeeda and Bagheri, 2007). The reasons to induce the concept of a dense network are
as follows.
•

To make the topology robust.

•

To maintain the network coverage where nodes are likely to be failed.

To achieve the scale-free network properties, sensors should have communication links
with 50% of the nodes available in the network. To achieve this, sensors must have
enough communication radius; otherwise, high degree nodes will scatter in the network
and lead the network topology towards fragmentation.
To cater the issues of fragmentation of the network topology and high degree nodes
scattering in the network, the proposed system model treats every fragmented segment
as a cluster. The scale-free IoT-based topologies are created by transforming each
cluster into an onion-like structure. Afterwards, we fuse all the clusters in the end. The
following are the steps for scale-free topology construction in the IoT networks.
•

There are asynchronous communication links between nodes, which are in the
same range.

•

All the edges of the IoT sensor nodes contribute and form the local world of a
respective sensor node.

•

High degree sensor nodes consume high energy as compared to the low degree
nodes. Moreover, due to the depletion of energy, high degree nodes fail more
quickly than low degree nodes. As a result, edges between nodes break and
topology gets fragmented.

•

Any senor node with the highest edge limit is not able to create any extra
connection or edge more than a defined limit (Xiao et al., 2015).

•

High degree nodes are more preferable to be joined by the newly incoming nodes.

•

Roulette method is opted by incoming nodes to define the degree limit.

A node is connected to the neighbours within its communication range and form its
local world. Whereas, all nodes form connections on the basis of connection probability
PConnect . Hence, we define PConnect for neighbour node i as follows:
PConnect(i) = Degree(i) /

n
∑

Degree(j) ,

(1)

j=1

where the total number of nodes that exists in a network is denoted by n and Degree(i)
refers to the total number of edges of node i. When a new node joins the network, it
sends its location to big data servers after obtaining coordinates via Global Positioning
System (GPS). Then, it requests the big data servers to obtain the data of its neighbours.
The big data server provides the neighbours’ information to all sensor nodes. After
specific interval of time, all nodes broadcast their locations to the big data server. Big
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data server contains the location information of all nodes belonging to different IoT
networks.
Figure 2

Onion-like robust structure against malicious and targeted attacks (see online version
for colours)
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Figure 3

Proposed system model for CAGA and AGA (see online version for colours)

Figure 4

Adjacency matrix conversion to binary chromosome (see online version for colours)
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4 Scale-free IoT model for CAGA and AGA
The system model for CAGA and AGA algorithms is motivated from Qiu et al. (2017b)
and Qureshi et al. (2019), as shown in Figure 3. The sink nodes get information from
topology engine and direct the sensor nodes regarding that information. Then, data
is saved in big data servers connected to smart cities’ cloud for further processing.
Topology engine and modelling engine connected to big data servers are responsible
to finalise the topology of the IoT networks. Afterwards, decision processor applies
optimisation algorithm over topology adjacency matrix, which is obtained through
modelling engine and calculates Schneider R. After that, modelling engine compares
the existing topology with proposed topology on the basis of Schneider R. Then,
topology engine sends topology change information to all sensors through sink nodes.
Moreover, modelling engine also computes the adjacency matrix of the topology, as
shown in Figure 4. Then, adjacency matrix is further converted into chromosomes.
Finally, multiple chromosomes are stored in the population set, referred as solution
space.

5 IoT topology robustness metrics
The potential of a network to resist disasters and failures is termed as robustness
(Qureshi et al., 2019). A network’s robustness is the prime factor that assesses the
resilience of the network against attacks. Some edges or nodes are destroyed in an IoT
network due to energy depletion or by deliberate malicious attacks. As a result, network
is fragmented. Moreover, preliminary topology connections are broken down. These
attacks are classified into two categories.
•

Random attacks: These attacks fragment the network topology via random
selection and destruction of nodes.

•

Malicious or targeted attacks: These are the priority-based attacks in which all
nodes are prioritised on the basis of their edge density. Afterwards, nodes having
the highest number of edges are removed, resulting in several connections
breakage at the same time. This process is repeated over and over again until the
whole network is fragmented. This strategy fragments the complete topology by
attacking few nodes having critical importance.

All proposed schemes namely, EASO-ROSE, enhanced ROSE, CAGA and AGA,
prioritise the nodes on the basis of their degree distribution. The degrees of all the nodes
in IoT topology are extracted from big data servers of the smart cities. Existing topology
robustness is calculated by malicious or targeted attacks. Prior to calculate topology
robustness, nodes are prioritised on the basis of their number of edges. Then, nodes
are destroyed by starting from high priority node to low priority node. The process of
prioritised node’s destruction continues until the complete topology is fragmented and
nodes are isolated. If a network has more than one high degree nodes, then it randomly
elects a single node and eliminates it from the network.
In topology robustness, it is the proportion of attacks or percolation threshold
resulting in entire structure crumbling. Besides percolation theory, there are various
robustness benchmarks that employ shortest path (Frank and Frisch, 1970; Latora and
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Marchiori, 2001; Sydney et al., 2008) and graph spectrum concepts (Fiedler, 1973). A
threshold value for prioritised destruction of nodes is denoted by qc that is the proportion
of amount of attacks required to entirely paralyze and isolate the network (Holme et al.,
2002). A condition may arise in which a network may not completely collapse; however,
it may suffer from a huge damage.
Percolation theory-based topology robustness metric Schneider R is proposed by
Schneider et al. (2011). If a highest degree node of the network is attacked then it
is removed from the network. Then, Schneider R is used to calculate robustness. It
is relatively simple in terms of computations and bit complex in terms of the highest
degree node elimination. Schneider R certifies the resilience of topology that after how
many destructive attacks on high degree nodes, the network still remains operative. We
employ this enhanced standard to evaluate the proposed algorithms against intentional,
deliberate, malicious and targeted attacks. This metric calculates the maximum degree
of the nodes, sub graphs in the topology and also estimates the magnitude of impairment
formed due to it. Schneider R is described as per equation below:
R = 1/N

N
∑

s(Q),

(2)

Q=1

where total number of nodes in the topology is represented by N , the proportion of
nodes to be deleted is denoted by Q, fraction of sensor nodes in the largest connecting
portion after failing QN high degree sensor nodes is denoted by s(Q). In order to
evaluate the networks of different sizes, normalisation factor 1/N is used. Schneider R
varies from limit 1/N to 0.5. Where the initial limit (1/N ) represents the robustness of
an isolated graph and 0.5 represents the robustness of a full mesh topology.

6 ROSE
ROSE (Qiu et al., 2017c) is designed to work in a centralised system. All nodes
share their coordinates with centralised system. Then, neighbour list is calculated and
shared with all nodes. ROSE optimises the network topology by converging towards an
onion-like structure. According to Schneider et al. (2011), nodes exhibiting onion-like
formation are more resilient against targeted and intentional attacks. The important
characteristic of an onion-like network is that it has high degree nodes at the centre.
These nodes form a core surrounded by low degree nodes attached together in the form
of a ring. The degrees of the nodes gradually decrease from inner to outer side of onion.
ROSE transforms the topology into onion-like structure as explained by Schneider
(through tri-phase operation, based on onion-like structure). In which, first phase is the
detection of independent edges followed by second phase of degree difference operation
and finally the third stage of angle sum operation.

6.1 Independent edges
We relate the graph as G = (V, E) having V vertices and E edges and form a scale-free
network. The whole network consists of N number of nodes and E edges belonging to
set M . The following criteria is the baseline for the selection of independent edges:
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•

All the nodes i, j, k and l including edges eij and ekl should lie in the
communication range of each other.

•

Nodes i and j should not have any edge with node k and l, and vice versa.
Figure 5(a) shows the selection of independent edges eij and ekl .

Algorithm 1

Degree difference operation

1: Input: V , E, listi and listnode−degree
2: Collect neighbour list (listi ) and degree distribution list (listnode−degree ) for nodes (N )

from big data servers of smart city
3: Plot topology G = (V, E) based on data driven from listi
4: Randomly select two edges eij and ekl
5: if eij and ekl are independent edges then
6:
Calculate the number of neighbours ni from listi for node i, j, k and l
7:
Degree di → Sum of all neighbours ni
8:
Degree dj → Sum of all neighbours nj
9:
Degree dk → Sum of all neighbours nk
10:
Degree dl → Sum of all neighbours nl
11:
SU B0 = |di − dj | + |dk − dl |, SU B1 = |di − dk | + |dj − dl |, SU B2 = |di − dl | +
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:

|dj − dk |
SU Bmin = min(SU B0 , SU B1 , SU B2 )
end if
if SU Bmin = SU B0 then
No change in topology G
end if
if SU Bmin = SU B1 then
Remove edges eij , ekl and Add edges eik , ejl
G → G′
Calculate R(G′ )
if R(G′ ) > R(G), G = G′ then
end if
end if
if SU Bmin = SU B2 then
Remove edges eij , ekl and Add edges eil , ejk
G → G′
Calculate R(G′ )
if R(G′ ) > R(G) then
G = G′
end if
end if
Output: Topology = G

Algorithm 2
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

EASO

Randomly select two independent edges eij and ekl
if eij and ekl are independent edges then
Calculate number of neighbours ni from listi for node i, j, k and l
end if
Calculate highest degree node, Highestmax = max(listnode−degree )
Select Centroid = Highestmax
for Edges eij and ekl do
Surrounding angle α with respect to Centroid for edge eij
Surrounding angle β with respect to Centroid for edge ekl
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12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
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SU M1 = α + β
end for
Remove edges eij , ekl and Add edges eik , ejl
for Edges eik and ejl do
Surrounding angle α with respect to Centroid for edge eik
Surrounding angle β with respect to Centroid for edge ejl
SU M2 = α + β
end for
Remove edges eij , ekl and Add edges eil , ejk
for Edges eil and ejk do
Surrounding angle α with respect to Centroid for edge eil
Surrounding angle β with respect to Centroid for edge ejk
SU M3 = α + β
end for
Calculate Maximum Sum SU Mmax = max(SU M1 , SU M2 , SU M3 )
then Swap edges with respect to SU Mmax G → G′
Calculate R(G′ )
if R(G′ ) > R(G), G = G′ then
end if
Output: Topology = G

6.2 Degree difference operation
Schneider et al. (2011) and Zhou and Liu (2014) found that onion-like structures are
robust against intentional and targeted attacks. It is also noted that nodes belonging to
interconnected rings around the core are of the same degree. If a high degree node fails
to perform its operation then another high degree node performs its tasks to make the
topology resilient. Then, to achieve the goal, high degree nodes are connected with other
high degree nodes and low degree nodes are connected with low degree nodes. As a
result, degree difference between two nodes in the same ring is reduced. The basic aim
of this operation is to keep the degree difference between connecting nodes as low as
possible. After selection of independent edges, ROSE (Qiu et al., 2017c) calculates the
degree of all nodes from both edges as di , dj , dk and dl . Further, degree differences
SU B0 , SU B1 and SU B2 are calculated from equations (3) to (5) (Qiu et al., 2017c).
All types of swaps between node i, j, k, l are performed and recorded to calculate
topology robustness using Schneider R.
SU B0 = |di − dj | + |dk − dl |,

(3)

SU B1 = |di − dk | + |dj − dl |,

(4)

SU B2 = |di − dl | + |dj − dk |.

(5)

After the calculation of R for all connection options (as shown in Figure 5), the
connection method with maximum R is selected. Probability p is calculated to control
the degree difference operation (Qiu et al., 2017c). Where, value of p lies between range
(0, 1). Probability p is calculated as equation (6).
(
)
|di − dk | + |dj − dl | |di − dl | + |dj − dk |
p = max
,
(6)
|di − dj | + |dk − dl | |di − dj | + |dk − dl |
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p acts as a controlling threshold for swapping. If the selected edges have low degree
differences as compared to the previous scenario then the value of R is checked for all
connection options, as illustrated in Figure 5. The option meeting the criteria of p along
with increasing Schneider R is finally selected.

6.3 Angle sum operation
Onion-like topology is the alignment of nodes and edges in a ring like pattern. In parallel
to the ring pattern nodes, some horizontal edges also exist with respect to the core of the
onion. ROSE (Qiu et al., 2017c) takes advantage of these edges and further enhances
the robustness by performing angle sum operation over these edges. The operation
further transforms the topology into onion-like structure by utilising the effect of these
horizontal edges. To start with this operation, ROSE selects the central point of topology
as centroid. After selection of centroid, a random edge eij is elected. Surrounding angle
between centroid and edge eij is calculated as per equation (7) (Qiu et al., 2017c). The
calculation of angle starts after calculating a centre point of the edge eij and then by
drawing a line from centre point to the centroid. The angle formed between drawn line
and edge eij is denoted as α and β. The smaller angle is recorded as α; whereas, β
represents the larger angle. Edge eij is taken as lenc for calculation of α as shown in
Figure 6(a). Virtual lines between centroid to node i is drawn and recorded as lenb .
lena is the line between centroid and node j. The whole graphical explanation is shown
in Figure 6(a).
(
α = arccos

len2b + len2c − len2a
2 ∗ lenb ∗ lenc

)
.

(7)

Angle α will be subtracted from 180◦ to calculate angle β as per equation (8):
β = 180◦ − α.

(8)

From above equations, α and β are calculated for edge ekl . All possible swaps are
performed as per Figures 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c). Angles α and β are calculated in the same
manner for all possible swaps. For assurance, Schneider R is again calculated as per
Algorithm 1.

7 EASO-ROSE
ROSE (Qiu et al., 2017c) is developed to handle the centralised systems. However,
unlike ROSE, proposed EASO-ROSE extracts nodes’ geographic location and calculates
neighbour information from big data servers. All the nodes broadcast their location
obtained through built-in GPS to the big data server in smart cities for localisation
purposes.
EASO-ROSE performs the degree difference operation the same as ROSE and
calculates the degree difference SU B0 , SU B1 and SU B2 for all possible swap
combinations. Swap combinations with the lowest degree difference are selected. After
that Schneider R is calculated to assure the increase in topology robustness as per
Algorithm 2.
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Exchange options of independent edges, (a) original topology (b) exchange option 1
(c) exchange option 2 (see online version for colours)

Figure 5
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(a) Geometric details of angle sum operation (b) First edge swap possibility
(c) Second edge swap possibility (d) Third edge swap possibility (see online version
for colours)
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ROSE considers the very first node of topology as reference and centroid for angle
sum operation. Afterward, it converts the topology to onion-like structure. According
to Schneider et al. (2011) and Zhou and Liu (2014), core or high degree nodes are
interconnected with each other and form a ring like structure to be resilient against
network attacks. As we move from inner to outer side of the onion-like structure, high
degree nodes are further surrounded by rings of low degree nodes. Mostly, the rings of
the nodes are not symmetric. It means that core of high degree nodes is highly probable,
not to be situated at exact centre of the onion. To cater the mentioned issue, proposed
scheme EASO-ROSE requests the node’s degree information from big data servers and
calculates the coordinates of high degree nodes. Afterwards, these core high degree
nodes are taken as centroid to calculate α and β. Equation (9) is used for calculation of
the highest degree node.
Highesti = max(Listnode−degree ).

(9)

Centroid is elected on the base of the highest degree node using equation (10):
Centroid = Highesti .
where surrounding angles (α) are calculated on the base of Highesti as follows:

(10)
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α = arccos

len2b(Highesti ) + len2c(Highesti ) − len2a(Highesti )
2 ∗ lenb(Highesti ) ∗ lenc(Highesti )

.

(11)

8 Enhanced ROSE
Enhanced ROSE is based on data driven approach. In which all the nodes send the
geographic location to a big data server using GPS sensor. Big data servers calculate
the neighbour list of each sensor on the base of their communication range. Afterwards,
big data server calculates the degree of each node and maintain a list.
Initial steps of enhanced ROSE and ROSE are same, i.e., ‘selection of independent
edges’ and ‘degree difference operation’. SU B0 , SU B1 and SU B2 are calculated in
degree difference operation and the one with the lowest value is selected to swapping.
Swap is re-validated by finding Schneider R. If the value of R increases then the swap
is accepted; otherwise, it is reverted back.
Enhanced ROSE and arccos function calculate the surrounding angle α same as
ROSE. After that enhanced ROSE transforms the topology into onion-like structure
using Algorithm 3. At the final step, two independent edges are selected from the
topology as evx and eyz . Then, degree information for nodes v, x, y and z is
extracted from big data server’s database. Afterward, enhanced ROSE lists the degrees
in descending order and name them as Enhanced1 , Enhanced2 , Enhanced3 and
Enhanced4 . Where, enhanced ROSE utilises the degrees in the formula below to obtain
SU BEnhanced .
SU BEnhanced1 = |Enhanced1 − Enhanced2 |
+ |Enhanced3 − Enhanced4 |

(12)

Then another degree difference SU BEnhanced2 is based on following formula:
SU BEnhanced2 = |Degreev − Degreex | + |Degreey − Degreez |

(13)

Ratio PEnhanced is based on SU BEnhanced1 and SU BEnhanced2 as per formula below.
PEnhanced =

SU BEnhanced1
SU BEnhanced2

(14)

We use a swap threshold Sthreshold to limit the number of swaps. The range of swap
threshold lies between (0, 1). Then, we compare the PEnhanced with Sthreshold . If
PEnhanced is less than Sthreshold , then evx and eyz edges are swaped, accordingly.
Algorithm 3
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Enhanced convergence operation

Randomly select two independent edges eij and ekl
if eij and ekl are independent edges then
Calculate number of neighbours (ni ) from listi for node i, j, k and l
end if
highest degree node, Highestmax = max(listnode−degree )
Select Centroid = Highestmax
for Edges eij and ekl do
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Surrounding angle α with respect to Centroid for edge eij
Surrounding angle β with respect to Centroid for edge ekl
SU M1 = α + β
end for
Remove edges eij , ekl and add edges eik , ejl
for Edges eik and ejl do
Surrounding angle α with respect to Centroid for edge eik
Surrounding angle β with respect to Centroid for edge ejl
SU M2 = α + β
end for
Remove edges eij , ekl and add edges eil , ejk
for Edges eil and ejk do
Surrounding angle α with respect to Centroid for edge eil
Surrounding angle β with respect to Centroid for edge ejk
SU M3 = α + β
end for
Calculate Maximum Sum SU Mmax = max(SU M1 , SU M2 , SU M3 )
then Swap edges with respect to SU Mmax G → G′ , Calculate R(G′ )
if R(G′ ) > R(G) G = G′ then
end if
Randomly select two independent edges evx and eyz then Calculate degrees of nodes v, x,
y and z through listnode−degree
29: Randomly select two independent edges evx and eyz then Calculate Degree of nodes v, x,
y and z as through listnode−degree
30: Arrange Degrees of node v, x, y, z in descending order Enhanced1 , Enhanced2 ,
Enhanced3 and Enhanced4
31: Calculate SU BEnhanced1 = |Enhanced1 − Enhanced2 | + |Enhanced3 − Enhanced4 |,
and
PEnhanced =
SU BEnhanced2 = |Degreev − Degreex | + |Degreey − Degreez |
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

SU BEnhanced1
SU BEnhanced2

32: if PEnhanced < Sthreshold swap edges and new edges are evy and exz then
33: end if

Algorithm 4

AGA mechanism

1: Input: V , E, listi , listnode−degree and ϕ ∈ [0, 1]
2: Collect listi neighbour list and listnode−degree degree distribution list for N nodes from
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

big data servers of smart city
Plot topology G = (V, E) based on data driven from listi
Calculate Adjacency Matrix = Adjmatrix
Convert Adjmatrix into chromosome and add to population P opi
Select parent chromosomes Chromosomeparent by crossover probability Pc
Calculate Schneider R (Chromosomeparent1 & Chromosomeparent2 ∈ [P opi ])
Calculate exclusive eij | eij ∈ Chromosomeparent1 & eij ̸∈ Chromosomeparent2
Calculate exclusive ekl | ekl ∈ Chromosomeparent2 & ekl ̸∈ Chromosomeparent1
if eij and ekl are exclusive then
Calculate tempneighbours1 , neighbours nl |nl ∈ Chromosomeparent1 & nl ̸∈ nk
Calculate tempneighbours2 , neighbours nj |nj ∈ Chromosomeparent1 & nj ̸∈ ni
Calculate distances of all tempneighbours1 & tempneighbours2
sort according to distances
end if
Candidate1 = least distance node from nk ∈ tempneighbours1
Candidate2 = least distance node from nj ∈ tempneighbours2
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18: Calculate

∈

19:

∈

20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:

tempneighbours3 ,
neighbours
Candidate1
|Candidate1
Chromosomeparent1 & Candidate1 ̸∈ nl
Calculate
tempneighbours4 ,
neighbours
Candidate2
|Candidate2
Chromosomeparent2 & Candidate2 ̸∈ nj
Calculate distances of all tempneighbours3 & tempneighbours4
sort according to distances
Remove edge el,Candidate1 , ej,Candidate2 , ek,Candidate3 and ei,Candidate4
Create edge (ekl & eCandidate1 ,Candidate3 ) ∈ Chromosomeparent1 & (eij
eCandidate2 ,Candidate4 ) ∈ Chromosomeparent1
Randomly select two independent edges eij and ekl
if eij and ekl are independent edges then
Calculate number of neighbours ni from listi for node i, j, k and l
degree di → Sum of all neighbours ni
degree dj → Sum of all neighbours nj
degree dk → Sum of all neighbours nk
degree dl → Sum of all neighbours nl
Sort degree (di , dj , dk and dl ) in descending order as (d1 < d2 < d3 < d4 )
end if
Calculate sl = (d1 − d2 ) + (d3 − d4 ), s2 = (di − dj ) + (dk − dl ) and p = (s1 /s2 )
if p < ϕ then
Exchange edges as per (d1 , d2 , d3 and d4 )
end if
Calculate Schneider R′
if if R(G′ ) > R(G) then
G = G′
end if
Note: we have used the symbols ‘& and |’ for ‘logical AND and OR’.

Algorithm 5

&

CAGA mechanism

1: Input: V , E, listi , listnode−degree , Clustersize , P opf iltered and ϕ ∈ [0, 1]
2: Collect listi neighbour list and listnode−degree degree distribution list for N nodes from

big data servers of smart city
3: Plot topology G = (V, E) based on data driven from listi
4: Calculate Adjacency Matrix = Adjmatrix , convert into chromosome and add to population

P opi
5: Create clusters Cluster1 to Clustern as per Clustersize factor defined
6: for each Clusteri do
7:
Calculate crossover probability Pc on basis of Schneider R of cluster 1
8:
Select parent chromosomes Chromosomeparent cluster i
9:
Crossover parent chromosomes Chromosomeparent cluster i
10:
Mutation parent chromosomes Chromosomeparent cluster i
11:
Calculate Schneider R′ If R(G′ ) > R(G) then G = G′ , Best Chromosomecluster

i

=

G
12: end for
13: Elect the Best Chromosome and sent to Filtered population P opf iltered

9 Adaptive GA
Dual goals of preserving diversity in population and maintaining the convergence ability
of GA are achieved through adaptive probabilities of crossover and mutation (Srinivas
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and Patnaik, 1994). Ability to locate and converge towards the global optimum solution
in multi-model landscape is the robustness attribute of GA. Probabilities of crossover
Pc and mutation Pm are tuned according to fitness values of the result. The solution
with increased robustness is ‘protected’ while solutions with low robustness value
are entirely discontinued. Therefore, to locate global optimum solutions, classical GA
uses random search in crossover and mutation processes. Where crossover occurs with
some probability Pc . AGA operation is described in Algorithm 4. Moreover, adaptive
probabilities of crossover and mutation enable multi-goal achievement by GA. It enables
diversity in the solution space or population along with enhanced convergence capacity
of GA (towards global optima). Adaptive Pc and Pm relief the system from manual and
optimised selection of probabilities. Rmax − R decreases with the IoT topology while
converging towards the local optima. Where Rmax is the maximum fitness value of the
population and R is the average fitness value before and after the crossover operation.
In AGA, adaptability varies with the values of Pc and Pm according to the fitness
function represented as Schneider R. When solution stucks into local optima, proposed
algorithm increases the probabilities of Pc and Pm . Moreover, when solution lies near
to global optima, it decreases the probabilities of Pc and Pm . Concept is achieved by
calculating the fitness function for first population. Then fitness value is compared with
maximum fitness value Rmax of the population that is 0.5. R is the average fitness
value after and before the crossover operation Pc and Pm while converging the solution
towards the local optima. Therefore, Pc and Pm change inversely when Rmax − R
decreases. The Pc and Pm at this stage are calculated using equations (15) and (16).
Both equations are derived by taking motivation from Srinivas and Patnaik (1994).
Pc =

Pm =

C1
,
Rmax − R
C2
.
Rmax − R

(15)

(16)

High values to Pc and Pm effect the already converged solutions. To deal with this, Pc
and Pm should vary directly as Rmax − R′ where R′ is the fitness value of majority of
the chromosomes. Now, equations (17) and (18) are used to find values of Pc and Pm ,
derived by motivating from Srinivas and Patnaik (1994).
Pc =

Pm =

C1 Rmax − R′
,
Rmax − R
C2 Rmax − R′
,
Rmax − R

(17)

(18)

where C1 and C2 are constants.

9.1 Crossover in IoT
In GA, a large population space consists of solutions obtained by applying crossover
and mutation operations on parent chromosomes (Chromosomeparent ) to form child
chromosomes by retaining a part of parent genes. Where the best solution is required
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in large solution space. In proposed algorithms, degree distribution of nodes is kept
unchanged as described by Qiu et al. (2017b). Parent topologies perform crossover
operation with each other to form new child topologies. Where parent topologies are
selected on the basis of adaptive crossover probability Pc .
Crossover process starts with the extraction of exclusive edges from both parents.
The term exclusive edges represent the edges, which are only present in one parent.
Topology of Chromosomeparent1 forms an exclusive edge with Chromosomeparent2
and similarly Chromosomeparent1 as described by Qiu et al. (2017b). Complete
operation is given in Algorithm 4 (Qiu et al., 2017b).

9.2 Mutation in IoT
The goal of mutation is to introduce new individuals in GA and to reproduce lost fitness
of GA. It also avoids the solution to stuck into local optima and to stop from premature
convergence. It also helps to find the global fittest solution from solution space and to
move towards the global optima. In proposed AGA, mutation is performed with adaptive
probability Pm and rest of the process occurs as described by Qiu et al. (2017b);
however, instead of static probability, it uses adaptive probability. Mutation phase
starts with the selection of independent edges as explained in previous Subsection 6.1,
graphically explained in Figure 5 and as per criteria are given below:
{
eij ∈ Chromosomeparent1 ,
eij =
(19)
eij ̸∈ Chromosomeparent2 ,
{
ekl =

ekl ∈ Chromosomeparent2 ,
ekl ̸∈ Chromosomeparent1 .

(20)

After selection of independent edges eij and ekl , the degrees for nodei , nodej , nodek
and nodel are sorted in descending order. We call them node1 , node2 , node3 and node4 .
We calculate p, s1 and s2 as per below expressions, described by Qiu et al. (2017b):
s1 = (d1 − d2 ) + (d3 − d4 ),

(21)

s2 = (di − dj ) + (dk − dl ),

(22)

p = s1 /s2 .

(23)

After calculating p, we compare it with threshold ϕ that ranges between (0, 1). If p < ϕ
then we exchange edges according to descending order as (d1 , d2 , d3 and d4 ). Mutation
operation is stated in Algorithm 4.

10 Cluster adaptive GA
In CAGA, the whole population is divided into optimum sized clusters (Zhang and
Chung, 2007). The increase in the number of clusters leads to increase in both
computational and time complexity. To cater the aforementioned issues, optimal number
of clusters are found and fixed as per equation (24).
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T otal chromosomes in population
.
4

(24)

Clustersize =

All the clusters act independently. Then, values of Pc and Pm are calculated adaptability
using equations (17) and (18). Adaptive probabilities are calculated for each cluster,
which are independent and different. After crossover and mutation process, best
chromosome of each cluster is extracted on the basis of the highest level of Schneider R
value. All the best chromosomes of each cluster are compared on the basis of Schneider
R. The chromosomes with the highest Schneider R value are finally exported to filtered
population P opf iltered . Parallel processing in all clusters leads towards fast convergence
of algorithm and better results. Complete operations of CAGA are given in Algorithm 5
and graphically illustrated in Figure 7.

11 Simulations and results
After extracting nodes’ deployment locations from smart cities, IoT topology is
simulated using MATLAB. It helps the cities to become smart and economical by
adopting a circular design (Prendeville et al., 2018). Hence, in order to simulate a smart
city, the circular region is selected with 500 metre diameter. In this regard, a network
of 100 IoT sensors is deployed in the restricted circular diameter. Moreover, to validate
the concept of scale-free topology, communication range of each IoT sensor is restricted
to 200 metres. Furthermore, for enhanced ROSE and EASO-ROSE, edge density is
restricted to 40% of the total nodes in the network. Whereas, for CAGA and AGA, edge
density is fixed to 60%.
Figure 7

Population conversion to clusters and election of best chromosome
(see online version for colours)
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11.1 Comparison of enhanced ROSE and EASO-ROSE with existing algorithms
Enhanced ROSE and EASO-ROSE are compared with ROSE and simulating annealing
algorithm. 100 iterations are performed for all algorithms under the same environment.
The results are averaged over 20 simulations. Enhanced ROSE and EASO-ROSE
outperformed ROSE and simulating annealing. The best results (Schneider R value)
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obtained by enhanced ROSE, EASO-ROSE, ROSE and simulating annealing are 0.150,
0.126, 1.120 and 0.077, respectively, as shown in Figure 8.
EASO-ROSE performed better than ROSE because of modification in the angle sum
operation phase of ROSE. Original ROSE considers 1st node centroid and calculates
the surrounding angles. However, in original onion-like topology, high degree nodes
interconnected with each other form a core, which is surrounded by rings of low
degree interconnected nodes. Unlike ROSE, EASO-ROSE uses the highest degree node
centroid.
Figure 8

Performance comparison between enhanced ROSE, EASO-ROSE and other
algorithms (see online version for colours)
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Figure 9

Bar comparison between enhanced ROSE, EASO-ROSE and other algorithms with
different sizes of network topologies in IoT (see online version for colours)
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Enhanced ROSE outperforms its counter schemes in terms of efficiency. The strategy
uses the highest degree node as centroid. Afterwards, similar degree nodes tend to
connect with each other, which converts the topology into onion-like structure. It leads
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to the increase in topology robustness against malicious attacks. All algorithms are tested
over a network of 100 to 300 nodes. Enhanced ROSE has proven to be the most efficient
in converging the topology to robust onion-like structure. Enhanced ROSE has 17.4%,
22.2% and 61.3% better efficiency as compared to EASO-ROSE, ROSE and simulating
annealing, respectively. Whereas, EASO-ROSE shows 4.9% and 48.3% better results as
compared to ROSE and simulating annealing. The results are shown in Figure 9.

11.2 Comparison of CAGA and AGA with existing algorithms
In the proposed system, the nodes’ geographic information obtained from big data server
is converted into adjacency matrix for further processing of CAGA and AGA. Few
parameters are adjusted after numerous independent simulations including population
size, which is based on the number of chromosomes in a population. One hundred
iterations are performed after considering numerous factors including time complexity
and energy consumption. It is observed that the proposed algorithms are converged
to optimal results within 100 iterations. Few parameters including Pc and Pm are
adaptively set by the proposed algorithms depending on the fitness of the population.
Figure 10 Performance comparison between CAGA, AGA and other algorithms
(see online version for colours)
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For comparison, neighourlimit is set to 20. All the results are the average of 20
independent simulations. In Figure 10, y-axis shows the improvement in Schneider R
for all compared algorithms during each iteration. In CAGA, the value of Schneider R
is minimum in the start. Then, till 22nd iteration, there is a rapid improvement in the
value of Schneider R due to conversion of the population into independent clusters and
treating each cluster with different Pc and Pm . The best chromosome of each population
is extracted during each iteration and transferred to filtered population. All transferred
chromosomes from clusters are evaluated using fitness function and only the best one
is retained. Till 22nd iteration, parallel processing of crossover and mutation phases
results in rapid increase in Schneider R in comparison to AGA, simulating annealing
and hill climbing algorithms. Overall, CAGA performs better as compared to simulating
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annealing and hill climbing. After 22nd iteration, the value of Schneider R increases
slowly, this is because the value is already increased to a considerably high level.
It means that each chromosome in each cluster is at considerably good fitness level.
CAGA and AGA are kept on increasing till 100th iteration. It is important to be noted
that after 50 iterations, the graph of simulating annealing and hill climbing are depicting
a straight line. This is because both algorithms are trapped in local optima. Whereas,
adaptive mutation probability Pm makes CAGA and AGA to come out of local optima
and move towards global optima. AGA performs better than simulating annealing and
hill climbing but not well in comparison to CAGA. AGA also keeps on increasing
till end and jumps out from local optima due to adaptive mutation criteria. Simulating
annealing performs better than hill climbing because simulating annealing also accepts
inferior configurations with some positive probability that is discarded in hill climbing.
However, performance of simulating annealing and hill climbing is significantly low
in comparison to CAGA and AGA. CAGA shows 10.94%, 36.3% and 45.5% better
performance as compared to AGA, simulating annealing and hill climbing algorithms.
Whereas, AGA performs 25.6% and 34.95% better than simulating annealing and hill
climbing.
For comparison, the value of neighourlimit is set to 20 for 100 nodes, it increases
by 5 points when 50 new nodes are added in the network on each iteration. A
scale-free topology is validated by varying the number of nodes from 100 to 300 while
neighourlimit is kept the same for all algorithms. Figure 11 shows the performance
comparison of the proposed algorithms CAGA and AGA with simulating annealing and
hill climbing algorithms by averaging 20 independent simulations. It can be graphically
observed that value of R decreases for all algorithms with increase in IoT enabled
nodes’ density. For large networks fragmentation resistance is more complicated as
compared to small networks. CAGA and AGA show better robustness as compared
to other two algorithms. Scalability analysis also validates the efficacy of proposed
CAGA and AGA. Moreover, all IoT topologies remain connected after implementing
the optimisation algorithms.
Figure 11 Bar comparison between CAGA, AGA and other algorithms with different sizes of
network topologies in IoT (see online version for colours)
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12 Conclusions
This paper improves the topology robustness of a complex IoT network using two
proposed models. The first model consists of enhanced ROSE and EASO-ROSE
strategies while the second model contains CAGA and AGA algorithms. In the former,
the nodes’ geographical location and information are provided by the smart cities’ cloud
server to get the exact coordinates of the nodes. Also, the selection of the highest degree
node enhances the reliance and topology robustness by converting the network into an
onion-like structure. On the other hand, in the latter, AGA uses adaptive probabilities
and maintains a balance between local and global optima. It prevents the optimal
solution from getting stuck in the local optima and moves it towards the global optima.
Whereas, CAGA uses the concept of multiple clusters and provides fast convergence
by performing parallel operations. Additionally, the initial degrees of nodes are kept
unchanged. To determine the topology robustness, Schneider R metric is used. Besides,
the high value of Schneider R means that the topology is robust. Extensive simulations
are performed to validate the effectiveness of the proposed models by comparing with
existing models, such as ROSE, simulating annealing and hill climbing. From the results,
it is obvious that the proposed enhanced ROSE and EASO-ROSE outperform ROSE and
simulating annealing while CAGA and AGA perform better than simulating annealing
and hill-climbing in terms of high Schneider R.
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